
AUSCHWITZ THE GERMAN NAZI CONCENTRATION CAMPS

The Auschwitz concentration camp (Konzentrationslager Auschwitz) was a complex of over 40 concentration and
extermination camps built and operated by Nazi Germany.

A racial hierarchy existed, with German prisoners at the top. Auschwitz originally was conceived as a
concentration camp, to be used as a detention center for the many Polish citizens arrested after Germany
annexed the country in  Most deportees were forced to walk, accompanied by SS men and a car with a Red
Cross symbol that carried the Zyklon B, as well as an SS doctor in case officers were poisoned by mistake.
The inmates were usually assigned soon to nearby labor camps, Arbeitskommandos , i. He later changed this
to per barracks, which meant the camp could hold ,, rather than 97, Under the language regulations of the SS,
selected prisoners were designated for " special treatment German : Sonderbehandlung 14f13". More than 40
smaller facilities, called subcamps, dotted the landscape and served as slave-labor camps. The Birkenau camp,
the four crematoria , a new reception building, and hundreds of other buildings were planned and constructed.
All were apprehended and killed. Jewish prisoners were at the bottom. Criterion vi : Auschwitz Birkenau,
monument to the deliberate genocide of the Jews by the German Nazi regime and to the deaths of countless
others, bears irrefutable evidence to one of the greatest crimes ever perpetrated against humanity. The location
also allowed the Nazis to quickly remove the German Jews from within Germany proper. To help carry out the
" Final Solution " the genocide or mass destruction of Jews , the Nazis established killing centers in
German-occupied Poland, the country with the largest Jewish population. In addition to the mass murder of
well over a million Jewish men, women and children, and tens of thousands of Polish victims, Auschwitz also
served as a camp for the racial murder of thousands of Roma and Sinti and prisoners of several European
nationalities. Near Christmas of , roughly of the inmates were released as part of a pardoning action. The
picture above depicts a speech by camp commander Theodor Eicke to prisoners who were about to be
released. New Sonderkommando units were formed from incoming transports. Some Auschwitz prisoners
were subjected to inhumane medical experimentation. These detainees included anti-Nazi activists, politicians,
resistance members and luminaries from the cultural and scientific communities. Next were non-Jewish
prisoners from other countries. But concentration camps, unlike prisons, were independent of any judicial
review. At Auschwitz I, the majority of the complex has remained intact. Later a larger, permanent gas
chamber was constructed as part of the original crematorium in a separate building outside the prisoner
compound. To complete this mission, Hitler ordered the construction of death camps. Conditions were brutal
and prisoners were often sent to the gas chambers or killed on site if they did not work quickly enough. The
term concentration camp is used very loosely to describe places of incarceration and murder under the Nazi
regime, however, not all sites established by the Nazis were concentration camps. The site is a key place of
memory for the whole of humankind for the Holocaust, racist policies and barbarism; it is a place of our
collective memory of this dark chapter in the history of humanity, of transmission to younger generations and
a sign of warning of the many threats and tragic consequences of extreme ideologies and denial of human
dignity. Some of the plans went forward, including the construction of several hundred apartments, but many
were never fully implemented. IG Farben established a synthetic rubber plant in at Monowitz concentration
camp Auschwitz III ; other camps were set up next to airplane factories, coal mines and rocket propellant
plants. The first Nazi concentration camp was Dachau , established in March , near Munich. Those detainees
considered unfit for work, including young children, the elderly, pregnant women and the infirm, were
immediately ordered to take showers.


